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Abstra t
For the visualization of subtle stru tures in
ve tor elds, the line integral onvolution
(LIC) method has proven to be of great value.
When trying to display 3D LIC volumes of
ow elds, the possibility of omprehensive
and onvenient intera tive exploration of the
volume be omes a ru ial point, be ause of
the amount of information present in the volume. Previous work has shown how to eÆiently make use of 3D texture rendering te hniques to enable intera tivity. Based on this
approa h, we present a stream-oriented solution to animated 3D LIC volumes, integrating stationary and non-stationary ow simulations. We further show how parti le transport
is integrated in order to enhan e the spatial
understanding and produ e animations that
also show the absolute value and the sign of
velo ity in the ow eld. Our approa h is
exible enough to support multiple implementations and makes eÆ ient use of available
hardware. It integrates ni ely with other approa hes to enhan e the visual quality.
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1 Introdu tion
The line integral onvolution (LIC) approa h
for visualizing ows has seen many improvements sin e its introdu tion by Cabral and
Leedom [CL93℄. Their original algorithm per-

formed the onvolution along urved stream
line segments. The improvements introdu ed
by Stalling and Hege [SH95℄ made the algorithm faster, independent of resolution and
added more a ura y to it. Sin e then, an ever
in reasing number of appli ations of LIC for
the visualization of ows has shown its importan e in omputational uid dynami s (CFD)
resear h.
LIC is apable of visualizing very subtle features of the ve tor eld of a ow. However,
most CFD data (measured or simulated) is of
intrinsi 3D nature. Volume LIC shares the
appealing properties of 2D LIC image omputation, but a thorough analysis and interpretation of the ve tor eld requires to be able
to approa h interior stru tures of the data
volume. The task of visualizing the region
of interest with LIC therefore be omes quite
hallenging, be ause in ontrast to geometrybased display of glyphs, the density of information hinders the user to "see through" uninteresting parts. The main task of 3D LIC
display is therefore to give the user intera tivity to explore the volume.
There are several approa hes to this task.
One is to generate at LIC images on surfa es in three-dimensional spa e. The surfa e an be de ned freely in position and
shape, or it an be omputed automati ally
using boundary onditions. The 2D image
is then simply mapped [For94℄ onto the surfa e. The problem of distortion of length introdu ed by this mapping was solved by omputing the LIC dire tly onto a triangulation

of the surfa e [TGE97℄ or by using solid texturing [MKFI97℄.
A di erent approa h is taken by RezkSalama et al [RSHTE99℄. Their system is
based on dire t volume rendering te hnology
like it is ommon in medi al imaging appliations. Be ause there is hardware support
available for display, the user an intera tively
explore the volume. This approa h however is
restri ted to a stati LIC volume.
Another drawba k of the original LIC algorithm, not to visualize the absolute value of
velo ity, has been addressed in many other
papers, using olor oding [BR98, SJM94,
SH95℄, asymmetri lter kernels [HS98, SH95℄
and varying line width [IG98, WG97℄ approa hes. In [SK97℄ the problems arising from
non-stationary ows have been investigated,
too.
After a short dis ussion of pervious work,
this paper is based on, we ontinue with a
detailed des ription of our system in se tion
2. Se tion 3 dis usses some implementation
spe i , but ru ial details and presents some
performan e numbers, before we on lude in
se tion 4.
1.1

geometries obtained by time-surfa es respe tively. While olor-table animation does not
produ e good results in every ase, the lipping approa h is very exible and gives onvin ing results. However, it su ers from degraded rendering performan e, if the geometry gets omplex. Although the lipping approa h seems to be apable of handling nonstationary ows, the arti le does not spe ify
it.

2 Implementation
The main idea of the system presented in
this paper is to de ouple the LIC omputation and the display of the volume, and to
enable integrated handling of stationary and
non-stationary ows.
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Previous Work

The ontribution this paper makes to the task
of 3D LIC visualization, was inspired by the
work of Rezk-Salama et al [RSHTE99℄. They
present two approa hes to LIC visualization
using 3D textures for dire t volume rendering.
The rst one is to use olor-tables to intera tively assign olor and opa ity values, the
se ond approa h is lipping of the LIC volume. The lipping geometries1 an be spe i ed and intera tively manipulated by the
user. An OpenInventor testbed [SDWE98℄ for
dire t volume rendering apable of exploiting
hardware a elerated 3D textures is used as a
platform for the implementation.
The 3D LIC an be automati ally animated
with both approa hes using olor-table animation and lipping against pre al ulated
1 Although

they are using only lip-planes, other
geometries are possible too.
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Figure 1: The whole system.
Our approa h shares the idea of using volume rendering to display the 3D LIC with
the work presented by Rezk-Salama et al. In
ontrast to them, our system enables the integrated analysis of any kind of ow by not
restri ting the visualization to a single stati
volume sour e. We provide a solution to the
problem of keeping the volumes of ea h timestep in memory by using pixel-oriented video
streaming te hniques. Additionally, we introdu e the smooth integration of 3D LIC and
parti le transport visualization without additional memory or omputational osts.
As depi ted in gure 1, our system onsists
of three major building blo ks. The rst one

is the a tual LIC omputation of a ow simulation ve tor eld. This is done by a small
C++ program wrapping an optimized Fortran
LIC kernel. The kernel supports parallel LIC
omputation on shared memory ma hines using a stati load balan ing s heme based on
spatial partitioning of the ve tor eld. Using
an input volume and a ve tor eld, it reates
two output volumes: One, ontaining the traditional LIC volume and a se ond one, that
ontains the input volume distorted a ording to the ve tor eld.
The reation of the se ond volume is folded
dire tly into the LIC omputation within the
kernel. It requires no extra omputation time,
be ause the LIC algorithm is already sampling the motion ve tors of the input eld.
The warped position of a point in the se ond
volume is therefore exa tly the motion ve tor
with maximum length at the original position
in the input eld. Note that if ve tor eld
and voxel volume have the same resolution,
this redu es to a simple pixel- opy operation.
The user an hoose whi h volume to proess further. In the normal ase, this will be
the omputed LIC volume. In addition to the
simulated time-step motion, the blurred LIC
lines help the spatial understanding (see gure 4 and se tion 3). On the other hand, using
the se ond volume o ers a simple way of doing
before|after omparisons.
The biggest bene t of reating two volumes
is, that the se ond volume an be used as input volume for the next time-step, enabling
pixel-transport visualization. The ve tor eld
an be ex hanged after ea h simulation step.
Note that this feature is therefore espe ially
useful when non-stationary ow elds are to
be simulated: If the user pla es some non-zero
spots in an input eld that is zero elsewhere,
the spots will be transported a ordingly.
The se ond part of our system is a on gurable stream en oder. It takes the simulated
LIC volumes and sli es them in ea h major
dire tion. This produ es one video stream for
ea h X, Y and Z. The reason for this is, that it
enables the stream player later to easily swit h
to shear-warp rendering of the volume, if 3D

texturing is not available (or not hardware a elerated). The only problem to solve in this
ase, is to be able to sear h the target stream
for the urrent frame number, if the shearwarp algorithm needs to swit h the sli ing dire tion.

Figure 2: Multiple volume sli es are stored in
one image to optimize ode usage.
In order to take full advantage of the apabilities of the en oder, it is in general not a
good idea to en ode every volume sli e separately. The stream en oder therefore tries to
tile adja ent sli es, using a well de ned enumeration s heme, into a larger image (see gure 2). The image then gets en oded and is
appended to the stream. The en oder takes
are to tile the sli es in su h a way, that there
is an equivalent number of images per timestep of the LIC volume in ea h of the shearwarp streams, so it's easy for the player to predi t the position of the next simulated timestep within the stream. If the stream player
an use 3D textures, it's enough to display
only one of the streams.
The third part of the system is the intera tive stream player. It's layout is shown
in detail in gure 6. The pipeline design
with ring-bu ers between the most CPU onsuming omponents enables eÆ ient multi-

threaded asyn hronous pro essing. Additionally, ea h omponent an have multiple implementations whi h take advantage of available
hardware support or provide a software solution on other systems.
The main pro essing steps of the pipeline
are ( ompare gure 6 from bottom to top):
 Reader: It is responsible for providing
the raw stream data. This an be a simple le reader (see se tion 3) or a subsystem for network a ess. It's main task is
to ensure the ontinuous data feed to the
pipeline. This in ludes quality-of-servi e
negotiation or a hing in the networked
ase.
 Stream de oder: This omponent interprets the byte stream from the reader
by splitting it into ontent streams. Currently, there is a stream of image data
and a stream of on guration ommands
for the su essor omponents.
 Image de oder: It's rst task is to deode the image data. This in ludes deompression and re-assembly of the image that has perhaps been split into multiple hunks by the streams format definition. The se ond task is to perform
pixel-oriented image manipulation. This
is mostly used for onversion between
olor-spa es.
 Mapper: Here, the pa king of multiple volume sli es into a larger image is
reverted. Be ause this omponent has
knowledge about display properties, this
is the pla e to de ide how to extra t the
sli es from the image a ording to the
rendering method (3D textures vs. shearwarp) to be used. This in ludes pixeloriented operations on the sli e textures
to modify opa ity, if the stream does not
provide opa ity information.
While the reader and the stream de oder
are tightly oupled for optimized streamoriented transport, the two de oders and the
mapper are onne ted by a ring-bu er omponent. This de ouples the writing and reading
routines of the onne ted omponents and allows input pro essing at a di erent granular-

ity than the blo k size intrinsi to the data.
For example, the stream de oder an hoose
to pro ess the stream as soon as it is available
from the reader. This an be useful in ase of
memory-mapped le a ess. Alternatively it
an blo k until a ertain amount of data has
been re eived and pro ess it in one step in order to avoid frequent ontext swit hes when
running on a single-pro essor ma hine. Note
that this strategy also helps the image de oder
in ase of split- eld or interla ed streams, or
when the player is onne ted via a network.

3 Results
The system des ribed above has been implemented on a SGI O2 workstation. All measurements have been done on a ma hine with
R10000 195 MHz pro essor and MVP Vi e
TRE video board. The timings and numbers
throughout the remainder of this paper refer
to a 1283 3D LIC simulation with 100 timesteps.
The user rst hooses the ve tor eld and
de nes an initial input eld on guration. In
gure 4, the hoi e was to pla e a blo k of 10
sli es of white noise in the volume, in order to
see how these "parti les" get distributed over
time. Consequently, the LIC kernel was ongured to use the se ond output volume (the
distorted input volume) as input volume for
the following time-step. The rst output volume (the LIC volume) is sent to the stream
en oder, giving some kind of "LIC transport"
visualization. Then, the LIC omputation of
the ow simulation is started on the lo al mahine. Simulating 100 time-steps takes about
22 minutes at full resolution. Note that this is
in sharp ontrast to the work of Rezk-Salama
et al [RSHTE99℄. However from the point of
view of a CFD engineer, intera tivity in visualization is the key point. Our system an provide that for visualization methods, for whi h
is was not available previously without loss of
a ura y.
The al ulated LIC volumes get en oded
into Motion-JPEG streams whi h are written
to disk. The en oding of the images is done

using the hardware ode of the video board.
This produ es three shear-warp streams with
a size of  18:5 MByte ea h, whi h equals a
good ompression ratio of 1 : 10.8 .

Figure 3: Rendering 3D LIC volumes with
more than 10242 voxels: The border marks
the rst sli e of ea h stream frame.
After ompletion of the stream reation, the
user an playba k the simulation with the help
of the intera tive stream player. It has a very
eÆ ient implementation that makes in every
stage of the pro essing pipeline ( gure 6) use
of hardware a eleration: First, the reader
memory-maps the rst stream, so the stream
de oder an easily hand over the pixel substream to the rst ring-bu er. The image deoder again uses the hardware ode to deompress the MJPEG elds and renders two
of them into one image in the se ond ringbu er. Using a SGI OpenGL extension, the
pixels get at the same time onverted from
YCrCb to RGB values. Then, the mapper
takes one image from the ring-bu er and renders it into texture memory. It an de ne an
OpenGL olor map to modify opa ity adaptively for ea h pixel by using the SGI olor
map extension. Be ause the O2 hardware
does not support 3D textures, the volume is

nally rendered on s reen using a shear-warp
approa h.
The olor onversion also enables the mapping of additional s alar values onto the LIC
volume. Also note that all the possibilities
of onvenient visual a ess to interior stru tures of the LIC volume presented by RezkSalama et al an also be used within our system: The image de oder and the mapper are
using olor-table mapping whi h an easily
be extended with the fun tionality des ribed
in their paper without a framerate penalty.
The lipping approa h also integrates ni ely
by introdu ing a geometry-des ription-stream
to be used for lipping during rendering. This
however will degrade the rendering performan e dramati ally and lead to ina eptable
framerates, like Rezk-Salama et al have experien ed. The olor-table-based pixel manipulation therefore learly is the more eÆient way to optimize the visual quality during
rendering. The lipping approa h however is
a very powerful tool during stream reation.
The en oder an use it to remove unwanted
parts of the volume prior to tiling the sli es
into one stream image.
Also please note that for the setup des ribed above, the stream player draws 101
time-steps of the volume (initial on guration
+ 100 simulated steps). Be ause of hardware
limitations of the MJPEG ode , a image in
the stream may not ex eed 1024  1024 pixel.
If the LIC volume an't be tiled into this
area, multi-pass rendering is used. Figure 3
shows a volume with 1283 = 10242  2 voxels,
that has been rendered from two onse utive
stream frames. The rst sli e of ea h pass
is marked by a border. Be ause ea h of the
frames within the stream is stored in interla ed mode, the player e e tively draws 101
time-steps using 202 stream frames omposed
from 404 elds. This automati ally breaks
down the blo k size the ode has to handle
to sizes that allow to put the ring-bu ers into
framebu er memory. On the test ma hine, we
obtain rates of 9{10 frames per se ond2 .
2 Note

that this is independent of the omplexity of
the LIC volume, ompared to lipping [RSHTE99℄

Figure 4: Two views of the same animation from di erent perspe tives at the same time-steps.
The swit hing of the texture drawing sequen e ne essary for the shear-warp rendering te hnique is supported by the stream deoder omponent ( ompare gure 6): It has
three readers to hoose from, ea h providing
a stream for X, Y or Z major rendering dire tion. Be ause the seek time for a parti ular frame in this on guration never ex eeds
3 mse when doing jumps at random points
in time, the swit hing of the streams is hardly
noti eable to the user. The fast sear h time
is possible, be ause from the playba k, the dire tion in whi h to start sear hing is obvious3 .
Note that this an be a elerated with motion predi tion: The stream de oder an be
instru ted by the mapper to start lling in
frames from the target stream to the pipeline
in advan e to ompensate the predi ted preroll time.
During the implementation it be ame evident, that for many on gurations, the I/O
or memory bandwidth was not the limiting
fa tor. Instead, espe ially the player is su ering from ontext swit hing overhead. Therefore we use OpenGL apable SGI pbu ers
for implementing the ring-bu ers, whi h reside in o s reen framebu er memory. This
makes it possible to share them with the rendering ontext of the s reen. However, using
3 In

the ase of input from a le, the eld indi es
an be a hed upon player start[Ben75℄.
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Figure 5: Framerates of the stream player at
di erent window sizes. The X-axis refers to a
square N  N window.

the hardware ode generally enfor es opying of the data. Code s supporting overlapping ompression and in-pla e de ompression
like [LZO98℄ an be an alternative that will be
investigated in future resear h. Additionally,
the O2 hardware seems to have a rather limited pixel llrate. As gure 5 shows, the framerate dramati ally drops when resizing the
rendering window (using 2D textured shearwarp rendering).
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Figure 6: The stream pro essing pipeline
of the intera tive stream player (pixel data
only).

